
Consumer shopping behaviors have profoundly changed over the course of the Internet age. As online sales 
have matured and continue to grow, retailers have yet to master the complex two-way communications and 
interactions with their customers. The challenge is in the mix of physical and digital channels and the lack of a 
unified view of all the communications that enable customer relationships. 

Research conducted by Pitney Bowes Business Insight shows that for most retailers, 80% of online sales come 
from an area where they have an existing physical retail store. This correlation between the physical and digital 
retail outlets creates a priority for managing the cross-channel customer experience. It also points to a path for 
supporting the parallel revenue goals for both the physical store and the website simultaneously. 

Understanding customer behavior and how it is impacted by a variety of channels is crucial to the success 
of the modern retailer. Understanding where the two worlds meet is far from easy. There are almost limitless 
possibilities as to how a customer’s interactions over the Internet might affect their in-store shopping behavior 
(and vice versa). 

Cross-channel shopping is changing the way customers do product comparisons. No longer do customers 
have to drive between stores to determine which has the best price for an item. They do all of their research 
and price comparisons online before driving to the retail store for the final purchase. The retailer that does the 
best job of converting the customer from the computer screen to the store wins not only the sale for the item 
that was researched, but also the valuable additional impulse shopping purchases in the store. 

Another cross-channel shopping trend has the consumer conducting the research, product and price 
comparisons in the retail store where they may enjoy hands-on demonstrations and conversations with in-store 
experts. This customer is often converted back online for their final purchase. Drivers for the online purchase 
here may include better online promotions; convenient or free shipping for larger items like refrigerators or big 
screen TVs; or, for easy return options through shipping.

Retailers who recognize and maximize the smooth consumer transitions between online and in-store brand 
experiences are richly rewarded. Understanding customer behavior is the first and most critical step for building 
retail brand loyalty. As the online vs. in-store shopping experience continues to blur, retailers need to view their 
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customer data as an asset and use every opportunity 
possible to leverage each customer interactions. With 
the increased number of channels, there are multiple 
opportunities to close retail sales. By integrating and 
complementing each physical and digital interaction, 
brands create many more transactional moments for 
their customers.

Technology can help retailers to optimize these 
interactions by creating the data and personalization 
that facilitates sales and enhances the ongoing 
relationship with a customer. 

Predictive analytics tools keep in step with customer 
behaviors across channels. They allow retail marketers 
to go beyond simple demographic segmentation of 
their customers to much more powerful behavioral 
segmentation and prediction. By mining purchase 
history, customers can be identified as online-centric, 
store-centric, or cross-shoppers, so that campaigns 
and interactions can be properly tuned to the 
customer’s preferred behavior. Similarly, customers 
who log onto a retailer’s Web site can be directed to 
promotions and offers that entice them to complete 
their transaction before visiting a competitor’s Web 
site. These incentives work for the online customer 
whether they have merchandise shipped to their 
home or they pick it up at their local store.

Often, online customers click their way to a preferred 

offer. Smart retailers use advanced customer 
communications tools to deliver highly targeted offers 
to each customer based on their online, call-center 
or in-store behavior. Each time a brand recognizes a 
customer with relevant messages and interactions, 
they increase the likelihood of a sale. Thus, the 
intelligence gained by data mining influences 
customer decisions in real time across all channels.

Finally, location analysis can be combined with 
customer analytics to help retailers properly site and 
operate physical stores. For example, if the area 
surrounding one retail outlet is heavily online-centric, 
a will-call function can be put in place to expedite 
customer shopping visits to the physical store. If 
another store has a more elderly population nearby, 
at-home delivery can be emphasized in the Web 
interaction. 

Strong external influences, such as in-market 
competitors and dynamic neighborhood 
demographics, affect how a specific store performs. 
Retailers must mine the customer data and analyze 
these external forces to understand the dynamics 
and create the best customer experiences across 
physical and digital channels. 

For any brand, solid, long-lasting relationships with 
customers begin with a personal touch. 
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